
V60 Dripper SUIREN
VDSU-02-TB
C/T24　031371
W130 x D125 x H108mm
1～ 4 cups
With dripper holder
Material: Rib/PCT resin
Ring dripper holder/polypropylene

V60 Dripper SUIREN [睡蓮 ]
[ water lilies]

An assembly-type coffee dripper that features the V60
 transparent dripper's symbol "spiral ribs".

Rib parts are available in 6 colors, so you 
can customize it to your favorite color.
Each dripper uses 12 ribs.

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent red
RIB-6-TR
C/T12 × 4　031531
W24 x D18 x H115mm
Material: PCT resin

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent blue
RIB-6-TBU
031548

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent yellow
RIB-6-TY
031555

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent green
RIB-6-TG
031562

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent purple
RIB-6-TPU
031579

SUIREN Set of 6 ribs
Transparent white
RIB-6-TW
031586

Attach 12 ribs.
(Removable)

Comes with a dripper holder, 
so it is stable even with small 
diameter mugs.

new
new new

new new new

new

You can remove the dripper holder and place it directly 
on the server.
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360 size uses 3 fingers,  600 size 
uses 4 fingers. It has a large handle 
that allows for a firm grip.

A sharp spout.When brewing with a coffee scale.

V60 Barista Server 360

For microwave Do not expose 
to open flames

VBS-36
C/T24　022652
W137 x D100 x H88mm Φ80mm
Practical capacity 360mL
1 ～ 3 cups
Material: Heatproof glass

V60 Barista Server 600
VBS-60
C/T24　022669
W153 x D113 x H103mm Φ80mm
Practical capacity 600mL
1 ～ 5 cups

new new

A new standard coffee server born from the voices of baristas.
This simple server was born from the voice of Barista to make it easy to hold, mix, and pour. 

To enjoy the liquid color, we have eliminated the markings and markings from the sides. 

This server combines the cuteness and dignified beauty of the coffee accumulated in the server that looks delicious. 

With a diameter of 80mm, it is compatible with various extraction equipment and is easy to clean after extraction.

V60 Barista Server
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"Pegasus Dripper" supports the f irst step 
of hand dripping. A trapezoidal coffee 
dripper with two small holes and spiral
ribs, aimed at hand drip beginners.

Spiral ribs make it easy for 
coffee powder to expand, 
and two small holes make it 
easy to improve flavor 
reproduction.

A guide scale that allows you
 to measure coffee powder.

A peephole allows you to 
see the amount of extraction.

The bottom shape allows for 
direct dripping from a 
thermal bottle.

Easy-to-remove lid knob. Flip the lid over and use it as 
a simple drip tray.

Handle design allows you to 
hold it in a variety of ways.

Large, easy-to-grip handle.

PEGASUS DRIPPER

Easy and delicious even for f irst t imers.

PEGASUS SERVER

12



new

Pegasus Server 300
PES-01-B
C/T 24　022621
W141 x D90 x H117mm Φ85mm
Practical capacity 300mL
1 ～ 2 cups
microwave safe including lid

W156 x D108 x H150mm Φ92mm
Practical capacity 600mL
2 ～ 5 cups
microwave safe including lid

W161 x D118 x H185mm Φ92mm
Practical capacity 1000mL
2 ～ 8 cups
microwave safe including lid

Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Lid/handle band/polypropylene

Pegasus Server 600
PES-02-B
C/T 24　022638

Pegasus Server 1000
PES-03-B
C/T 24　022645

Pegasus Coffee Dripper 01
PED-01-T
C/T 48　730861
W112 x D100 x H69mm Φ116mm
1～ 2 cups
Material: AS resin

Pegasus Coffee Dripper 02
PED-02-T
C/T 48　730878
W126 x D111 x H87mm Φ111mm
2～ 4 cups

Pegasus Coffee Dripper 03
PED-03-T
C/T 36　730885
W151 x D134 x H113mm Φ134mm
4～ 7 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 01W
PEF-01-100W
C/T 100　730809
1 ～ 2 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 02W
PEF-02-100W
C/T 100　730823
２～ 4 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 03W
PEF-03-100W
C/T 80　730847
4 ～ 7 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 01M 
PEF-01-100M
C/T 100　730816
1 ～ 2 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 02M
PEF-02-100M
C/T 100　730830
２～ 4 cups

Pegasus Coffee Paper Fi l ter 03M
PEF-03-100M
C/T 80　730854
4 ～ 7 cups

new new

new new new

new new new

new new new

100 sheets / Order Unit: 10 pieces

100 sheets 100 sheets 100 sheets 

100 sheets 100 sheets 100 sheets 
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The inside of the mug and pot is coated with ceramic.
You can enjoy the delicious taste of freshly brewed coffee for a long 
time because it does not have the characteristic metallic odor that is 
characteristic of stainless steel. It doesn't get dirty easily and is easy 
to clean.
The main body is made of stainless steel and has a vacuum insulated 
structure that maintains a delicious temperature.

With ceramic coating, you can enjoy 
the deliciousness of freshly brewed 
coffee for a longer period of time.

Vacuum insulation structure allows you to 
maintain a delicious temperature for a 
long time by keeping it hot or cold.  It also 
prevents condensation from forming.

Ceramic coating series that maintains the 
delicious taste of freshly brewed coffee.

Ceramic coating

Vacuum insulation structure
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new

new

The lid can be removed by sliding 
the knob and lifting it up.

The lid can be disassembled into top 
and bottom, making it easy to clean.

Ceramic coating white 
vacuum double thermal mug
CMG-350-W
C/T24　221826
W124 x D89 x H103mm Φ85mm
Practical capacity 350mL
Material: Main body/stainless steel
             Lid/PCT resin
             Handle/Polypropylene

Material: Main body/stainless steel
             Lid/PCT resin
             Handle/Polypropylene

Ceramic coating white
vacuum double thermal pot 600mL 
CHP-600-W
C/T12　221864
W145 x D95 x H191mm Φ62mm
Practical capacity 600mL
Material: Main body/stainless steel
             Lid, handle/
             Polypropylene, ABS resin, 
             silicone rubber, stainless steel

Ceramic coating black
vacuum double thermal mug
CMG-350-B
221833

Ceramic coating white 
vacuum double thermal mug
CMG-470-W
C/T24　221840
W124 x D89 x H128mm Φ85mm
Practical capacity 470mL

Ceramic coating white
vacuum double thermal pot 800mL 
CHP-800-W
C/T12　221888
W145 x D95 x H230mm Φ62mm
Practical capacity 800mL
Material: Main body/stainless steel
             Lid, handle/
             Polypropylene, ABS resin, 
             silicone rubber, stainless steel

Ceramic coating black
vacuum double thermal mug
CMG-470-B
221857

Ceramic coating black
vacuum double thermal pot 800mL 
CHP-800-B
221895

Ceramic coating black
vacuum double thermal pot 600mL 
CHP-600-B
221871

Comes with a convenient scale that 
lets you know how much to brew.

The ceramic coating gives it a 
pottery-like texture.

new

new

new

new

new

new
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new
Filter-in Carafe
FIR-100-TY
C/T24　038615　
W84 x D84 x H307mm Φ71mm
Full capacity 1,000mL 
(Practical capacity: 900mL)
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Spout/stopper with filter/silicone rubber

new
Filter-in Carafe
FIR-100-TG
038592　

new
Filter-in Carafe
FIR-100-TGR
038608　

For hot drink

Carafe-shaped cold brew tea bottle.

Following the filter-in bottle, we now have a carafe-shaped 
cold brew tea bottle. The filter and spout are integrated, 
making it easier to clean. The capacity is 1,000mL at the 
bottom where the spout fits. (Printed scale is 900mL)

Filter-in Carafe

Just add tea leaves and water to the bottle.

Cleaning is easy as the f ilter and spout are integrated into one part.
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Filter- in bott le
FIB-75-W
C/T24　038356　
W87 x D84 x H300mm Φ71mm
Practical capacity 750mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Spout/stopper/silicone rubber
             Filter/Polypropylene
GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2013 WINNER
IDEA SILVER AWARD 2013 WINNER 
iF DESIGN AWARD 2014 WINNER
JIDA Design Museum Selection Award 2019 WINNER

Fi l ter- in bott le
FIB-75-SPR
038363

For hot drink

Fi l ter- in bott le
FIB-30-W
C/T24　038387　
W70 x D68 x H206mm Φ57mm
Practical capacity 300mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Spout/stopper/silicone rubber
             Filter/Polypropylene

Fi l ter- in bott le
FIB-30-SPR
038394

For hot drink

Fi l ter- in bott le
FIB-30-SG
038400

Fil ter- in bott le
FIB-75-SG
038370

Filter-in Bottle

Filter-in Carafe

The size has been increased as a series of f i lter-in bottles. 
A f ilter-in carafe with an integrated filter part. 

The capacity of the filter-in carafe, which is now being released as part of the filter-in 
bottle series that has been popular for many years, has increased capacity. The height 
of the product is the same as a filter-in bottle, so it can be stored in the refrigerator 
door pocket. We will develop the series together with the filter-in bottle.

removable filter

Filter integrated with spout
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"HARIO COLORS" is a series of color glass made of heatproof glass proposed by HARIO.
The tea and coffee server and cold brew pitcher have lids with mesh f ilters, so you can put tea leaves in and pour it out. 
The tea and coffee server can also be used as a coffee server by removing the lid and placing a dripper on it. 
A total of 4 items, including stacked mugs and canisters, will add color to your tabletop.

18



new
HARIO COLORS Stack Mug
HCM-300-AB
C/T24　219953　
W117 x D90 x H70mm Φ90mm
Full capacity: 300mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass　　

new
HARIO COLORS Stack Mug
HCM-300-GR
219946　

new
HARIO COLORS Tea & Coffee Server
HCT-600-AB
C/T24　140868　
W150 x D118 x H125mm Φ80mm
Full capacity: 600mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Lid/filter/polypropylene
             Lid packing/silicone rubber

new
HARIO COLORS Tea & Coffee Server
HCT-600-GR
140851　

new
HARIO COLORS Canister
HCN-400-AB
C/T24　414587　
W80 x D80 x H143mm Φ70mm
Full capacity: 400mL
Material: Main body/lid/heatproof glass
             Lid packing/silicone rubber

new
HARIO COLORS Canister
HCN-400-GR
414570　

new
HARIO COLORS Cold Brew Pitcher
HCB-800-AB
C/T24　414693　
W136 x D87 x H235mm Φ80mm
Practical capacity 800mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Lid/filter/polypropylene
             Lid packing/silicone rubber

new
HARIO COLORS Cold Brew Pitcher
HCB-800-GR
414686

For microwave

For hot drink

For microwave

For hot drink
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HARIO COLORS Night Carafe
HCNC-600-G
C/T12　800342　
D85 x H220mm Φ55mm
Practical capacity 600mL
Material: Heatproof glass

HARIO COLORS Night Carafe
HCNC-600-GR
800335　

new new

For hot drink

Colored glass series night carafe.
The night carafe is a set that includes a carafe and a 
glass, making it convenient for hydration at bedtime. 
Enjoy it with your favorite drink for everyday use.
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Olive wood spice stocker set of 6
SPS-6-OV　
C/T6　010987　
W355 x D65 x H115mm Φ55mm
Container: Diameter 47, Height 96 Φ45mm
Practical capacity 90mL   Coffee beans 30g
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Rack/lid/olive wood
             Lid packing/silicone rubber

new
For hot drink

Olive Wood Coaster
COT-1-OV　

C/T72　010994　
W100 x D100 x H10mm
Material: Olive wood/epoxy resin

new

*Natural wood is handmade, so the shape, color, size, capacity, etc. may differ slightly from the one in the photo.

Olive Wood  Series
Spice stockers and coasters are now available in the Olive Wood series.
The spice stocker is a set of 6 pieces. You can stock six basic curry spices. You can also divide 
and stock up on coffee beans as much as you want. You can place it in your kitchen and enjoy it 
as an interior decoration.

Container capacity: 90mL

Coffee beans: 30g

A coaster made of olive wood and resin.
Please enjoy the different expressions of each piece as 
they make use of the shape of natural wood.
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The series "Living with Glass" values seasonal handicrafts and adds color to your 
life by adding a little effort. We are particular about heatproof glass materials, 
and the design combines transparent, simple beauty and functionality.
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Glass Handmade Storage Bottle
GHB-1000
C/T24　040113
D110 x H165mm Φ73mm
Practical capacity 1,000mL
Material: Main body/lid/heatproof glass
             Packing/Silicone rubber

Glass Handmade Storage Bottle
GHB-2000
C/T24　040120
D130 x H216mm Φ73mm
Practical capacity 2,000mL
Material: Main body/lid/heatproof glass
             Packing/Silicone rubber

new
Glass Flower Vase
GK-200-T
C/T24　040144
D73 x H148mm
Practical capacity 200mL
Material: Upper and lower bowl
             /heat-resistant glass

Glass Flower Vase
GK-200-TB
040151

Glass Rice Bowl
GXD-600
C/T12　040106
D156 x H132mm Φ156mm
Practical capacity 600mL
Material: Main body/lid/heatproof glass

Glass Sauce/Sauce Pot
GTP-500
C/T24　040137
D90 x H142mm Φ73mm
Practical capacity 500mL
Material: Main body/lid/heatproof glass
            Packing/Silicone rubber

For microwave

For hot drink For hot drink

For hot drink

Microwave safe including lid Microwave safe including lid

For microwave

Glass Flower Vase
GK-200-AB
040168

ne
Glass Flower Vase Glass Flower Vase

GK-200-AB
040168
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new
Glass Compact Oil Pot
GOP-300-W
C/T24　414594　　　　　　
W146 x D104 x H120mm Φ95mm
Practical capacity 300mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Strainer/stainless steel
             Lid hinge/polypropylene
             Bottom holder/silicone rubber

new
Glass Small Pot
GKN-300-W
C/T18　419247　　　　　　
W189 x D110 x H75mm Φ110mm
Practical capacity 300mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Lid/Silicone rubber

Made of heatproof glass and compact size. It is easy to place in the kitchen and 
allows you to visually check the oil condition. It is an economical and eco-friendly 
product that can filter out fine dirt and reuse the oil.

Compact size that allows you to see the oil condition.

For microwave Do not expose 
to open �ames

For oven

For hot drink

A small glass pot that can be used in the microwave and oven. It has a 
handle, so you can safely take it out after heating. It comes with a lid so you 
can store it in the refrigerator.

For side dishes and soups. 
A small pot that can be used in the microwave.

Stainless steel mesh strainer Compact size

Wide mouth for easy pouring Reusable and economical

Microwave safe Oven safe

Easy to hold handle Includes lid for storage
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ICHIZENYA 
Microwave Glass Rice Cooker
XRCPN-1
C/T8　419254　
W200 x D160 x H145mm Φ150mm
0.5 ～ 1 cup of rice
Material: Glass bowl/lid/heatproof glass
             Silicone Ring / Silicone rubber

For microwave Do not expose 
to open �ames

DASHI Pot
DP-600-W
C/T24　748378　　　　　　
W154 x D115 x H130mm Φ105mm
Practical capacity 300mL
Material: Lid, Strainer frame / Polypropylene
             Strainer mesh / Polyester resin

For microwave

Pot for easy extraction of stock in the microwave 

For microwave Extraction
Large a strainer hook it to 
the edge of the pot for a 
firm brew

Tea Strainer Rest 
The lid can hold filtered 
items. 

The large strainer that reaches the bottom of the pot for a firm brew 
Hang the strainer dent to the edge of the pot and extract the last drop.
The wide opening improves hygiene by allowing for easy cleaning.
Includes original recipes

A "see through" rice cooker for microwave oven.  Made of heatproof glass 
made in Japan. You only need to cook once, and heating time is 10 minutes. 
Resistant to odor transfer / odor residue. Easy to clean with few parts. 
Can be used for microwave oven cooking other than rice 

ICHIZENYA Microwave Glass Rice Cooker

Tsukemono Glass SLIM
TGS-800-T
C/T12　097896　　　　　　
W102 x D102 x H135mm Φ96mm
Full capacity 800mL
Material: Body / Heatproof glass
             Cobblestone / Borosilicate glass
             Lid / AS resin
             Packing, Cobblestone cover / 
             Silicone rubber

For hot drink

A compact pickle maker made of heatproof glass.

Easy to clean 
Safety design with 
silicone rubber on the 
weight stone. 

Microwave safe 
Remove the lid and 
cook in the microwave. 

Slim shape fits in the 
refrigerator door pocket. 

Tsukemono are Japanese pickled vegetables, eaten as tasty side dishes 
with a meal, or when having drinks.
In Japan, many people make their own tsukemono, for example from 
ginger, daikon (Japanese radish), plum, cucumber or Chinese cabbage. 
HARIO's Tsukemono Glass Slim allows you to easily prepare traditional 
tsukemono, or to try and create your own recipes!
The glass is heatproof, which also means that smells and colours from 
food won't easily stick to it, making it ideal to reuse again and again!

new
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2022 JIDA Design Museum Selection Award
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"Simply Beautiful, Simply HARIO"
Pure beauty to nestle close to during a moment to cherish.
Relax and revitalize with Simply HARIO.

“Simply HARIO” is a product line from HARIO a manufacturer
known for producing heatproof glass products for over a century.

Heatproof glass products made from 100% natural minerals,
and simple forms deriving from the result of pursuing function,
will give us a calm, quiet time to relax and reset ourselves from busyness.
Please spend a relaxing time with Simply HARIO.



Glass Coffee Maker
S-GCM-40-W
C/T24　151383
W132 x D110 x H164mm Φ100mm
Practical capacity 400mL
Material: Dripper/ Stainless steel
             Server/Heatproof glass
             Band/ Silicone rubber

Glass Tea Maker
S-GTM-40-T
C/T24　151390
W124 x D82 x H158mm Φ74mm
Practical capacity 400mL
Material: Filter with spout/ PCT resin
             Packing/ Silicone rubber
             Pot/Heatproof glass 

Glass Canister
S-GCN-200-OV
C/T24　151406
D102 x H138mm Φ96mm
Practical capacity 800mL
Coffee grounds 200g
Material: Lid/ Olive wood
             Packing/ Silicone rubber
             Glass container
             /Heatproof glass 

Stainless Thermal Pot
S-STP-600-W
C/T12　151413
W196 x D116 x H187mm Φ101mm
Practical capacity 600mL
Material: Body,Lid/Stainless steel
             Inner Lid/Polypropylene
             Button/ABS resin
             Packing/Silicone rubber
             Handle/Beech wood

V60 Glass Brewing Kit
S-VGBK-02-T
C/T12　151376
W146 x D120 x H195mm 
Server: practical capacity 600mL
1 ～ 4 cups
V60 measuring spoon included VCF-02W 40sheet included
Material: Dripper, Server/ Heatproof glass
             Dripper holder/ PCT resin
             Measuring spoon/ Polypropylene resin

For hot drink

For hot drink For hot drink For hot drink

For microwave

Dripper Server

Glass Goblet
S-GG-300
C/T24　151468
W80 x D80 x H130mm Φ80mm
Full capacity 300ｍL
Material: Heatproof glass

Glass Cold Brew Coffee Pitcher
S-GCBC-90-T
C/T12　151444
W94 x D94 x H304mm Φ82mm
Finished Capacity 800ｍL
Material: Spout / PCT resin
             Lid /Stainless steel
             Packing / Silicone rubber
             Strainer / Polypropylene
             Filter, Mesh /Polyester
             Glass bottle / Heatproof glass

Ceramic Coffee Grinder
S-CCG-2-W
C/T12　151451
W157 x D80 x H220mm
Coffee beans 30g
The mortar can be washed
Material: Lid / Methacrylate resin
Body, Hopper cover, Ground coffee container / Porcelain
Outer burr, Inner burr / Ceramic
Shaft, Spring, Handle, Screw /Stainless steel
Locking Screw cover, Hopper, Burr retainer, 
Ground coffee container screw part / Polypropylene
Hopper shaft cover, Washer, Burr holder, Grind adjustment nut /Nylon
Packing, Anti-slip sticker, Lower O-ring Packing /Silicone rubber
Handle grip / Beech wood

For hot drinkFor microwave
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The history of HARIO, Japan’s only domestic heat-proof glass maker, began with its production 
of laboratory instruments.

Through repeated trial and error, HARIO achieved the accuracy, durability and practicality 
demanded of rigorous laboratory experiments and earned the trust of researchers around the world.

In 2021, to mark the 100th anniversary of our founding, we condensed the laboratory equipment 
expertise we developed early on to create a new series of "Crafts Science" drinkware.

This drinkware embodies the history of HARIO by melding our advanced processing technology, 
craftsmanship and functional scientific design.

Coffee making is a science. When someone grinds beans, boils water and extracts coffee, the 
taste greatly varies depending on the amounts, temperatures, timing and instruments used.

Spout sharpness, operational stability and molding precision all make a difference.

The scientific thinking HARIO developed at its inception now makes it possible for perfectionists 
to achieve their ideal flavor.

Crafts Science - Drinkware born from 100 years of craftsmanship and science
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Beaker Server
BV-300
C/T24　151420
W125 x D89 x H105mm Φ89mm
Practical capacity 300mL
Material: Heatproof glass

Beaker Server
BV-600
C/T24　151437
W130 x D90 x H152mm Φ90mm
Practical capacity 600mL
Material: Heatproof glass

Conical Pitcher
CP-50
C/T24　164000
D50 x H71mm Φ38mm
Practical capacity 50mL
Material: Heatproof glass

Conical Pitcher
CP-100
C/T24　164017
D59 x H92mm Φ44mm
Practical capacity 100mL
Material: Heatproof glass

For hot drink For microwave

Beaker Server & Drippr Set
BVD-3012-GR
C/T12　164758
W137 x D114 x H240mm 
Server practical capacity 600mL
1 ～ 4 cups
V60 Measuring Spoon
VCF-02W 40 sheets
Material: Dripper/ Porcelain
             Server/ Heatproof glass
             Measuring spoon/Polypropylene

For microwave

Conical Tea Pitcher
CTP-500-GR
C/T24　164765
D99 x H160mm Φ66mm
Practical capacity 500mL
Material: Pitcher/ Heatproof glass
             Lid・Filter / Stainless steel
             Gasket/ Silicone rubber

Beaker Glass
BG-200
C/T24　164772
D77 x H90mm Φ77mm
Practical capacity 200mL
Full capacity 260mL 
Material: Body / Heatproof glass

Beaker Beer Mug
BBM-500
C/T24　164789
W120 x D86 x H150mm Φ86mm
Practical capacity 500mL
Full capacity 620mL 
Material: Body / Heatproof glass

Conical SAKE Pitcher
CSP-200
C/T24　164796
D74 x H112mm Φ52mm 
Practical capacity 200mL
Material: Body / Heatproof glass

For hot drink

For microwave

For microwave

For hot drink

Contains a marker with the golden ratio 
of 7:3 to beer foam. (BBM)
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 HARIO’s  Action for SDGs

May wonderful coffee continue to enrich our lives.

Climate models indicate that global warming will reduce the amount of land suitable for coffee bean cultivation to 

50% of the current level by 2050. With the BATON series, we have reduced the amount of plastic use by about 

50% by using natural materials that would otherwise be discarded, such as extracted coffee grounds. 

BATON is a series of paperless drippers and other eco-conscious products. 

The baton is in our hands — it is our hope that we can do our part to ensure that our lives continue to be enriched 

by coffee for many years to come.

BATON
s  Action for SDGs

BATON
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Cafe all dripper BATON 01
BT-CFOD-01
C/T24　171565
W111x D110 x H87mm 
1 cup
Material: Dripper, Attachment / Polypropylene, 
             Coffee grounds, Natural inorganic
             Filter / Stainless steel

Cafe all dripper BATON 02
BT-CFOD-02
C/T24　171534
W121x D135 x H105mm
1～ 4 cups

One cup coffee maker/ BATON
BT-OCM-01
C/T24　171572
W118 x D93 x H93mm Φ80mm
Practical capacity 170mL
Material:  Lid, Strainer / Polypropylene, Coffee grounds, 
              Natural inorganic  
              Mesh / Polyester

Material: Dripper / Polypropylene, Coffee grounds, 
             Natural inorganic
             Filter / Stainless steel

A paperless, transparent dripper for one cup. A paperless, transparent dripper for 
1 to 4 cups.

Paperless, one-cup dipping type.

For hot drink
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*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality.

Electric Coffee Syphon
ECA-3-B
C/T6　041035
W180 x D150 x H270mm
Practical capacity 360mL　3 cups
Includes 50 sheets paper filters.
Material: Upper and lower bowl/heatproof glass
             Heater body cover / polypropylene
             Heat plate / aluminum
             Lid / Polypropylene Handle / Phenolic resin
             Filter set/stainless steel
AC 100V  50/60Hz  350W

Adjust fire power via dial 
Turn the dial to easily adjust the flame
power suitable for heating and extraction. 

The heater and glass ball are separated, 
so the ball can be washed. 

Although it is an electric siphon, it has 
a classic feel and cuteness. 

The joy of analog siphons has been recreated with an electric type.

Electric siphon coffee maker that can be used without flame. 
The installation space is about A5 size, and it is compact enough to take up much space even in the kitchen. 
You can adjust the flame power via the dial, and choose the suitable heat power for heating and extraction. 
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You can see the extraction progress at a glance.
A coffee scale that increases recipe reproducibility.

When brewing coffee, you can enjoy the change in flavor by adjusting the amount of powder and 
pouring water depending on the origin of the beans and the degree of roasting, but this requires 
various calculations and recipe management. It gets complicated.
Polaris mode supports ideal extraction by displaying percentages. Even if the amount of powder or 
total amount of hot water changes, there is no need to calculate the amount of hot water for each pour.
You can easily check the pouring ratio of each pour, making it easier to reproduce your ideal recipe.

● Polaris mode: A mode that assists in ideal extraction using the ratio function and percentage display.
● Ratio function: Register the ratio of powder amount: hot water amount on the scale in advance and 
      automatically display the required amount of hot water to pour for the amount of powder.
● Percentage display: You can check at a glance what proportion of hot water is being poured to reach 
      the amount determined by the ratio function.
● Auto timer: The timer starts automatically as soon as you pour hot water.
● Classic mode: Only time and weight are displayed.
● Available in two colors: black and white.

new
Coffee Scale Polaris
CST-2000-W
027107

Coffee Scale Polaris
CST-2000-B
C/T20　027206
W127 x D165 x H28mm
Weighing range: 0.1～2000g
Measurement time: 9 minutes 59 seconds
Material: Main body/ABS resin/acrylic resin
Anti-slip/Silicone rubber
3 AA batteries

new

Measurement time: 9 minutes 59 seconds
Material: Main body/ABS resin/acrylic resin

*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality. 33



MUGEN Coffee Maker
EMC-02-B
C/T6　704022
W117 x D190 x H311mm
Dripper: 1 ～ 2 cups
Server: practical capacity 300mL
Material: Main body/polypropylene, iron, acrylic resin,
　　　   Silicone rubber・PBT-GF30
　　　   Server/Heat-resistant glass
　　　   Dripper/AS resin/polypropylene
AC 100V  50/60Hz  600W

Kasuya Barista's recommended recipe for the V60 single-extraction dripper 

MUGEN released in 2021 can be reproduced with a coffee maker. 

Equipped with a recipe for pouring 300mL of hot water in about 20 seconds.

We focused on compact size.

MUGEN Coffee Maker is a coffee maker equipped with 
hand drip recipes.

The dripper is V60 single extraction dripper MUGEN, and the server is a beaker server.

Simple structure with only a power button and 
extraction button. Operation is via touch panel.

Shower style hot water pouring.

*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality.34
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Equipped with a static electricity removal function 
that prevents coffee powder from scattering.

Conical stainless steel mortar.

V60 Electric Coffee Grinder Compact N
EVCN-8-B

C/T2　708563　
W130 x D185 x H312mm 
Coffee beans 100g
Material: Main body/polypropylene/polyacetal/
             Stainless steel/polyamide
             Hopper/powder receiver/AS resin
             Hopper lid/ silicone rubber/stainless steel
AC100V 50/60Hz 150W

An electric coffee grinder with an internal static electricity 
removal function and a lid with a cleaner function.

You can adjust the grind to suit your taste, from medium-fine grinding to coarse grinding, 
which is perfect for hand drip.
(39 steps adjustment)
Equipped with an internal static electricity removal function to reduce scattering of coffee grounds. 
Also, the lid has a cleaner function, making it easy to clean.

It has a cleaner function that sends air inside by 
pushing the lid from above and pushes the fine 
coffee powder into the powder receiver.

*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality. 35



Craft Tea Maker
ETM-600-W
C/T6　038455
W165 x D101 x H207mm
Practical capacity: 600 mL
Material: Body/heatproof glass, polypropylene, 
             ABS resin, silicone rubber Handle/ABS resin 
             Lid/polypropylene/stainless steel/ABS resin 
             Strainer/stainless steel
AC 100V 50/60Hz 400W

Compact size electric tea maker "Craft Tea Maker"
You can make your own original tea by combining your favorite tea leaves with fresh or dried fruits. 
You can also boil black bean tea, barley tea, and health tea.
Because of its compact size, you can carry it to your living room and enjoy a relaxing tea time.

Operated at hand.
Time setting: 3 levels.
Temperature settings: 3 levels.

You can enjoy your favorite tea 
by adding dried fruit or fresh fruit.

You can enjoy your favorite tea by 
adding dried fruit or fresh fruit.
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*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality.

Microcomputer Decoction N White
HMJN-1000-W
C/T6　401549
W240 x D185 x H230mm
Practical capacity 1,000mL
Material: Main body/heatproof glass
             Heater body / Nylon Top plate 
             / Heat-resistant glass
             Lid / Stainless steel
             Knob / Melamine resin
             Band / stainless steel
             Handle / Melamine resin
AC 100V 50/60Hz 700W

For hot drink

A convenient sensual for boiling infections and tea. 

An electric brewer that allows you to safely simmer your infections;
Equipped with 7 levels of heat and a timer that can be set in 10 minutes increments 
from 10 to 70 minutes. Features a lid that prevents spills. 

Lid to prevent spills.

Easy-to-operate touch panel type.
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Cordless 2WAY blender
ECB-1-W
C/T6　704046
W102 x D102 x H277 (when blender is set)
W135 x D125 x H245 (with food processor set)
Blender bottle practical capacity: 400mL
Material: Main body/stainless steel, ABS resin, polypropylene, silicone rubber
             Blender bottle/PCT resin
             Cutter unit for blender/stainless steel/nylon
             Blender Bottle Portable Lid/Polypropylene
             Processor bowl/soda glass/stainless steel
             Non-slip/silicone rubber for processor bowl
             Cutter unit for processor/stainless steel/polyacetal resin
             Lid for processor bowl/AS resin/silicone rubber
             USB charging/Type-C cable included

A rechargeable blender that can be used in 
2 ways as a blender and food processor.

By changing the parts, you can use it as a blender for making 
smoothies and juices, or as a food processor for preparing food.
Since it is USB charged, you can use it cordless.

Comes with a lid that allows 
you to carry your smoothies etc.

Charge by connecting the 
USB cable.

Simply press the button.

You can also prepare food 
with the food processor 
function. *Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality.38



V60 Co�ee Maker Electric Co�ee Grinder

Mobile Mill Stick

V60 Electric Drip Kettle Buono N
EVKB-80HSV
C/T6　021341
W300 x D156 x H175mm Φ77mm
Min capacity 150mL   Max capacity 800mL
Material: Knob of lid, Handle, Power supply plate base / 
             Polypropylene
             Lid, Kettle body barrel / Stainless steel

AC 220V-240V 50/60Hz 900W

V60 Power Kettle Buono N with Temperature control
EVT-80-HSV
C/T6　021686
W300 x D190 x H185mm Φ77mm
Min capacity 300mL   Max capacity 800mL
Material: Knob of lid, Handle/ Polypropylene
             Lid, Kettle body / Stainless steel
             Power supply plate / Polypropylene
AC 220V-240V  50/60Hz 900W

V60 Coffee King 2 Coffee Maker
EVCM2-5TB 
C/T2　403215　
W165 x D223 x H318mm
Min capacity 300mL   Max capacity 750mL
2 ～ 5 cups
Measuring spoon VCF-02W 40 sheets included
Material: Main body/polypropylene/silicone rubber/
             Nylon/ABS resin/stainless steel
             Server body/Heat-resistant glass
             Dripper/PCT resin
             Server lid, handle band, spoon/
             Polypropylene
AC 220V-240V 50/60Hz 750W

V60 Drip Scale
VSTN-2000B
C/T20　021907
W120 x D190 x H29mm
Weighing range 2～2000g
Measurement time 99min 59sec
Material: Body/ABS resin
             Anti-slip/ silicone rubber
2 AAA batteries

iF DESIGN AWARD 2013 WINNER

V60 Metal Drip Scale
VSTMN-2000HSV
C/T20　022461
W120 x D175 x H31mm
Weighing range 2～2000ｇ
Measurement time 99min 59sec
Material: Body/ABS resin
             Measuring plate/ stainless steel
             3 AAA batteries

GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2015 WINNER

Smart G Electric Handy Coffee Grinder
EMSGN-2B
C/T6　708709　
W59 x D53 x H332mm (when set)
Coffee beans 24g for 2 cups
・EMS (motor part)
Material: Main body, electric motor part, attachment/ABS resin
             Charging jack lid/silicone rubber
             Socket/Steel
             Seal/PET
             Holder for grinder / methacrylic resin
USB charging/MicroB cable included

・MSGN (mill section)
Material: Main body/lid/methacrylic resin
             Handle knob/outer stopper/polypropylene
             Handle・Shaft・Spring・Washer・
             Bearing/mill seat/stainless steel
             Band/Silicone rubber
             Mortar/ceramic
             Adjustment knob/nylon

Mobile Mill Stick
EMS-1B
C/T12　708273　
W36 x D36 x H180mm
Material: Body/ ABS resin
    Charging jack lid/ Silicone rubber
    Socket/ Steel
    Protective film for screen/ PET resin
    Holder/ PMMA resin
    Conversion adapter/ Steel
USB charging/MicroB cable included
Comes with holder for MSS and holder for MSGN

※ EMS-1B alone does not have a mill function.
Coffee mill ceramic slim (MSS-1TB)
Or Coffee Mill Smart G (MSGN-2/
Please use it by setting it to MSGS-2).

V60 Electric Drip Kettle

Electric Coffee Grinder Switch
EMCS-5-W　/　EMCS-5-B
C/T12　708372　/　708389
W90 x D92 x H175mm
Coffee beans about 70g
Material: Main body/lid/polypropylene/ABS resin/stainless steel
            Hopper/blade/stainless steel blade holder/nylon
AC 100V 50/60Hz 150W

*Please note that product specifications may change without notice to improve quality.
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